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By bringing together an ambient light and bluetooth speaker, JinGoo

is the perfect blend of Eastern aesthetics and superb sound quality,

helping you escape the fast pace of life - creating a pleasant

atmosphere for any space.
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Easy To UseEasy To Use
 

Jingoo is a speaker that can be easily paired with your devices. Its high quality

sound performance is created by the tweeter and woofer drivers in Jingoo’s

design.

Jingoo features a mono 2-way speaker, the low frequency woofer speaker is

positioned in the base structure and its sound waves are reflected by the ceramic

tail of the bird. A wide stereo effect is created with the sound waves from the

tweeter located in the bird's body. 

EU Patent No.002937987-0001

Japanese Design Registration No.1559826 

TW Patent No.TW M524914 U

China Patent Pending No.201530564488.6

US Patent Pending
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Advanced audio performanceAdvanced audio performance

To optimize the sound quality in all frequency ranges, JG01 has not only

incorporated a tweeter to enhance high-pitch sound performance, but has also

been designed with a crossover frequency at 1800Hz to filter all the frequencies

below that to the woofer and anything above to the tweeter. In doing so, the

 interference between the overlap of the tweeter and woofer are avoided, and

allows each to perform at its best.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Battery lifetime : >15hrs of music and light

Battery capacity  : Li-ion rechargeable / 4800mAh

Amplifier power: 5W

Drivers: One 23.5mm tweeter and one 45mm woofer

Frequency Response: 20Hz – 20kHz

Signal-to-noise Ratio: >75dB

Sensitivity: 82dB/1m/1W

Dimensions : 180x180x280 mm

Material: Plastic/metal/ceramic/wood

Bluetooth version: 4.0

Bluetooth transmitter frequency range: 2.402GHz – 2.480GHz

Wireless range: 10M

3-Way light level control

How Jingoo is bornHow Jingoo is born

 

As a design team based in Taiwan, we want to incorporate uniquely local materials

and culture into our work even when it is for the design of electronic products.

The Taiwanese town of Yingge is famous for being home to ceramic crafts and

holds an important place in the global ceramic industry. Furthermore, as Taiwan is

an island situated in a subtropical region, it was known in the past century for its

exports of wood materials.

The Bird: Porcelain CraftThe Bird: Porcelain Craft

The body of the bird is formed from molds for production precision and fired in

traditional kilns by the masters in Yingge. The patterns for certain JG01 species are

created from a technique called "ceramic decal", which requires an exhaustive

experimental process to ensure that the decorations conform to the curved surface

of the bird's body. 

 



The Base: Distinctive Wood Grains

Feathered China: Feathered China: 

For those poetic minds. The blue and white china patterns transport you

to an oriental land and bring literary art to your life.

The Phoenix: The Phoenix: Favored by the sun-god Apollo,

It is born from the ashes, a symbol of eternity.

The SpeciesThe Species

White Hwamei: White Hwamei: Also known as the "Bird of Luck" in Chinese folk tales.

The rare and precious breed sings a pleasant song, its elegant pure white

color is a symbol of nobility.



Jingoo with your space

Gallery

L'oiseau Bleu: L'oiseau Bleu: From the French fairy tale, the blue bird's story is one of a pursuit

for bliss and happiness. 

It sings a joyous song for you regardless of the changing seasons.

White PhoenixWhite Phoenix
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